
Through Judean Heights, 
And Persian sights, 
One nation has traversed.
Across India, Yemen,
Brazil and Great Britain, 
Our people’s been dispersed.

 We’ve felt Russian cold,
 Fled Spain of old,
 Watched the rise and fall of Rome. 
 Approached Ellis Island, 
 From Germany to Poland,
 We’ve known them all as home. 
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Medicines changed, 
Ethics have ranged,
Philosophies had their turn to climb.
Myths were discarded,
Belief systems disregarded,
As the world races through time.

 Laws were reproved,
 And sciences disproved,
 Nothing can forever survive. 
 But the Torah of old,
 Has seen eras unfold,
 Yet remains for generations alive.

  Because it’s in the design,
  From the beginning of time,
  That the Torah be transportable.
  It can survive all climates,
  In every culture it fits,
  For its format is always relatable. 
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He explained it to them in seventy 
languages [Rashi: Deuteronomy 1:5]
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ם י ר ב ד

Before Moshe’s passing, 
He began translating,
The Torah to seventy languages.
So it wouldn’t be locked,
To some audiences blocked,
But could accompany the Jew on life’s voyages.

 And the Torah would speak,
 To the Jew who knows Greek,
 To no format or language it’s bound.
 Torah, as a rule,
 Is always accessible,
 Wherever a Jew may be found. 

  Language is Spanish,
  French and Turkish,
  Yet there’s other ways to translate. 
  Through pictures and stories, 
  Games and activities, 
  Torah speaks how each can relate. 

   A ‘multilingual’ Torah, 
   Speaks to one touring Africa,
   To the quiet and the life of the party.
   To the educated and simple,
   Unaffiliated or traditional,
   Sings to children as it comforts the elderly. 

  The content unchanged,
  Just format rearranged,
  So the recipient can feel Torah’s relevance.
  It’s our role to convey,
  Torah in such a way,
  That it retains an everyday presence.

   Let’s be Moshe’s partner,
   As a co-translator,
   To ensure its eternal impact.
   Then the timeless Jew,
   Can travel the world through,
   And his identity remains intact.
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